Prior studies of the perception of surface shape and attitude from texture have focused on measuring the sensitivity of the visual system to the various geometric deformations induced by projection. Studies that examine variations in accuracy caused by spatial properties of the texture itself are fewer, and often confound multiple, potentially important properties. Here we examine the perception of surface attitude for a broad range of synthetic textures that may represent the types of structure encountered in the natural world. These stimuli allow us to isolate the respective roles of texels, spatial scale structure, discrete symmetries and regularity in the judgement of both the slant and tilt of textured surfaces. Texels, spatial scale structure and discrete symmetries were all found to play a role. Discrete rotational symmetries were found to be particularly important for accurate tilt estimation, likely mediated by skew symmetry and/or linear perspective cues. The operational range of viewing distances over which accurate attitude judgements can be made is greatly extended when texture structure is distributed over multiple scales. Small biases caused by variations in the spin of symmetric textures are observed and are consistent, at least qualitatively, with a Bayesian cue combination model previously proposed by Saunders and Knill (2001) .
Introduction
Research on the perception of surface attitude from texture has typically focused on textures composed of discrete local elements, called texels (Cutting & Millard, 1984) or textons (Julesz, 1981) . Texels are usually 2D blobs with sharp, well-defined boundaries, all roughly the same size before projection (e.g., Figs. 1a, e, and f). Texel deformation induced by surface slant is often decomposed into three components: density, scaling and compression (Blake, Bulthoff, & Sheinberg, 1993; Cutting & Millard, 1984) . Research has focused on to what degree each of these components is used, and how (Andersen, Braunstein, & Saidpour, 1998; Buckley, Frisby, & Blake, 1996; Cutting & Millard, 1984; Epstein & Mountford, 1963; Frisby, Buckley, & Freeman, 1996; Knill, 1998a Knill, , 1998b Knill, , 1998c Zimmerman, Legge, & Cavanagh, 1995) .
Texel-based textures represent only a fraction of the diverse surface textures we encounter in our visual world. Many natural textures do not have well-defined texels and may be better modeled in the spatial frequency domain (e.g., Fig. 1b ): we will refer to these as ''frequency-defined'' textures. Structure may be present over multiple scales, either at discrete intervals (Fig. 1d ), or over a continuum (Fig. 1b) .
The goal of this paper is to study the perception of surface attitude for a broader range of synthetic textures than has been used before, to better represent the types of structure encountered in the natural world. In so doing, we hope to better understand the degree to which accurate surface perception depends upon fundamental texture properties such as the existence of well-defined texels, structure over scale, regularity, and rotational symmetries. Beyond scientific importance, these issues have considerable practical importance for the design of virtual and augmented reality systems in which accurate surface perception is critical, e.g., enhanced/synthetic vision systems for aircraft navigation (Harrah, Jones, Erickson, & White, 2002; Korn & Hecker, 2002). When designing virtual worlds, engineers have the freedom to select textures to optimize human performance. What textures should they use if their goal is to optimize the judgement of surface attitude? Should the textures be texel-based or frequency-defined? Single-scale or multi-scale? Regular or random? Symmetric or asymmetric? We begin by defining the egocentric components of surface attitude (slant and tilt) and considering what is already known about how texture properties affect the perception of slant and tilt.
Slant and tilt
In the study of surface perception, surface attitude is normally represented in egoecentric coordinates. The slant of a surface is defined as the angle between the viewing vector and the surface normal. The tilt of a surface is defined as the angle of the projection of the surface normal into an eye-centred reference frame (Fig. 2 ).
Texels
If human perception of surface attitude from texture depends upon computing density, scaling, compression gradients, and/or skew symmetry properties of discrete texels, attitude judgements for textures without texels should be poor. The present body of psychophysical data on this question is equivocal. There is some evidence that attitude perception for textures composed of well-defined texture elements, e.g., bricks, may be more accurate than for textures with less well-defined texels, e.g., ripple or splatter patterns (Kraft & Winnick, 1967) . However, more recently it has been shown that discrimination of surface attitude for random noise surface textures (e.g., Fig. 3e ) is possible over a broad range of spectral density characteristics (Passmore & Johnston, 1995) .
Algorithms and models have been developed to estimate shape from textures that may not have well-defined texels. These models use estimation of deformations in local spectral content to infer surface geometry. Methods based on estimation of affine deformations (Krumm & Shafer, 1994; Rosenholtz & Malik, 1997 ) and oriented energy (Li & Zaidi, 2000 , 2001a , 2001b have been proposed. If the human visual system uses such models, accurate perception of surface attitude may not require texels.
Scale
There is some evidence that slant perception can be affected by texel size (Gruber & Clark, 1956; Tibau, Willems, Van Den Bergh, & Wagemans, 2001 ). More generally, how is attitude perception affected by the presence of structure over a continuum of scales? Passmore and Johnston (1995) noted that while scaling and density gradients are informationally ineffective for fractal noise textures, there is still information in the compression (foreshortening) cue. They measured surface slant discrimination performance for a range of isotropic random pink noise stimuli with 1/f a power spectrum and found that discrimination remained relatively constant over a broad range (a ranging from 0.2 to 3.8).
Textures used to study the perception of surface attitude in the laboratory are normally designed so that the projected retinal size of the texels lies in a range that is suitable for the spatial sampling rate of the human visual system, so that the compression, scaling and density cues available can be estimated with reasonable accuracy. Unfortunately, the textures we encounter in our natural world do not always arrange themselves so conveniently. Surface textures comprised of single-scale texels will only provide useful information over a limited range of viewing distances. Multiple-scale textures may support surface judgements over a broader range. Thus while the texture cue for surface attitude may be degraded for fractal textures due to the elimination of density and scaling cues, it may also be made more robust with respect to viewing geometry. To understand the effects of this trade-off on human performance, surface attitude judgements must be measured for both single-scale and multi-scale textures over a range of simulated viewing distances.
Regularity and symmetry
A regular texture is composed of a repeating pattern of cells (texels) that fills the plane. In this paper, regularity specifically refers to deterministic spatial periodicity (e.g., Figs. 1e, 3d and h) . Note that this definition has no simple expression in terms of spectral content: regularity is a spatial property. Regular patterns in the plane have been studied extensively and classified based upon their symmetry properties. A symmetry transformation of the plane leaves all distances and angles between points in the plane unchanged. This definition encompasses rigid motions in the plane (translations and rotations) as well as reflections about any axis in the plane. There are only 12 symmetry groups of such regular patterns in the plane, i.e., only 12 different ways to tile the plane in a regular way (Hilbert & Cohn-Vossen, 1952) . Rotational symmetries are constrained to be 2-, 3-, 4-or 6-fold (i.e., the pattern is invariant to rotations of 180, 120, 90, and/or 60 deg), and the corresponding rotational centres are distributed in a regular fashion.
Figs. 3d and h show examples of textures with discrete rotational symmetries. If both geometry and intensity are taken into account, these textures have 2-fold rotational symmetry, i.e., rotation about any corner of the pattern by 180 deg leaves the texture unchanged.
1 If the intensities are ignored, these textures are 4-fold symmetric.
Random textures in the plane are far less constrained than deterministic textures but may still exhibit various types of structure. For example, a texture may consist of texels of fixed shape and size but random intensity and position (Fig. 3b) . Random textures may also exhibit statis-1 These invariance properties apply to infinite surfaces tiled with the textures shown in Fig. 3 . tical rotational symmetries. For example, Fig. 3c shows a texture formed by adding two cross-oriented bandpass noise gratings. The distribution of energy in the spatial frequency domain exhibits 4-fold rotational symmetry, being approximately invariant to any sequence of 90 deg rotations. We will refer to this type of regularity as spectral symmetry, to distinguish it from the spatial symmetry exhibited by regular textures.
Discrete rotational symmetries, whether regular or spectral, provide additional cues to surface attitude. The four textures in Figs. 3c, d , g, and h all contain orthogonal linear structure. Under either orthographic or perspective models of projection, the right angles of this orthogonal structure are skewed, and the amount of skew provides a cue to surface attitude (Saunders & Knill, 2001 ). Further, under perspective projection, a second cue is provided by convergence of the two sets of parallel lines forming the texture (Gibson, 1950a (Gibson, , 1950b . Each set of parallel lines converges to a vanishing point in the image, and the line connecting these two points forms the surface horizon (Gillam, 1995) . The location and orientation of the horizon in turn uniquely defines the attitude of the surface relative to the observer.
There is some evidence from the literature that regular textures support more accurate judgements of surface attitude than random textures. Gibson (1950a) demonstrated that slant judgments were more accurate for a regular texture with rectangular elements than an irregular texture with small squiggly lines. Newman, Whinham, and MacRae (1973) found that regular textures (brick wall, paving stones, and tiles) in comparison to irregular textures (concrete, pebbles, and grass) provided significantly more accurate impressions of slant. Kraft and Winnick (1967) determined that slant judgments were more accurate with regular textures composed of a cane or brick pattern than irregular textures composed of a ripple or splatter pattern. In these studies, the regular textures generally were composed of evenly spaced texels (rectangles, bricks, paving stones, tiles) with 2-and 4-fold rotational symmetries. Thus, regularity was confounded with symmetry. Texels comprising the irregular textures were sometimes poorly defined (ripples, splatters) and irregularly spaced, and the textures did not exhibit strong spectral symmetries. It is thus unclear from these studies whether the observed differences in accuracy arise from the presence or absence of (1) well-defined discrete texels, (2) spatial regularity, or (3) rotational symmetries.
Texture spin and tilt perception
Textures possessing strong rotational symmetries have been found to produce compelling percepts of surface slant in the laboratory (e.g., brick texture, Gibson & Gibson, 1957) , but less is known of the effect of rotational symmetries on tilt perception.
In addition to slant and tilt, to account for the appearance of a symmetric pattern on a flat surface we must also specify the rotation or spin of the pattern, i.e., the angle between the symmetry axis and the back-projected tilt vector. Saunders and Knill (2001) investigated the perception of attitude for stereoscopically viewed symmetric figures. They found that when the symmetry axes of the figure were misaligned with the tilt vector, tilt was misperceived in the spin direction, i.e., in the direction of the nearest symmetry axis. In natural environments, symmetry lines of a surface texture are rarely aligned with the egocentric tilt of the surface. This raises the possibility that benefits of rotational texture symmetries for slant perception may come at the cost of biases in tilt perception.
Summary
There is much we still do not understand about the perception of surface attitude from textures we encounter in the natural world. Are well-defined texels important? What is the role of texture scale in judging surfaces over the range of viewing conditions we experience in the natural world? Are regular textures more effective than random textures? What is the role of rotational symmetries on tilt perception? The experiments we now describe are designed to address these questions.
General methods

Observers
Three observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in two experiments. Two of the observers were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. The third observer was one of the authors.
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented in a darkened room on a 17 00 Dell Trinitron monitor with a resolution of 1024 · 768 pixels. The monitor frame was masked by black cardboard. Textures were rendered in perspective within a circular black window using OpenGL with bilinear interpolation of screen intensities. Observers viewed the stimuli monocularly, and a chin/ head rest was used to fix viewing distance at 36 cm, consistent with the stimulus perspective. At this distance, stimuli subtended 43 deg of visual angle.
Stimuli
In order to study the role of texels, scale, regularity, and symmetry in the perception of surface attitude from texture, we designed eight distinct texture stimuli (Fig. 3) , 2 each composed of 8-bit (256 gray level) 2048 · 2048 pixel tiles. Tiles were designed with wrap-around boundary conditions to avoid luminance discontinuities at tile boundaries.
The tiles were constructed as follows: Single-scale random ( Fig. 3a) : Constructed from a 2D Gaussian white noise pattern, filtered with a 2D Laplacian of Gaussian bandpass filter (scale constant = 32 pixels).
Single-scale random disks ( Fig. 3b) : Consisted of 10,000 overlapping opalescent disks of radius 128 pixels. Borders were wrapped to allow seamless tiling. The image was initialized to a constant grey-level intensity of 127, and then disks were added sequentially. When disk k was added, pixel intensities i k within the disk were updated according to the rule: i k = i kÀ1 /2+c k , where i kÀ1 was the previous pixel intensity, and c k was a uniformly distributed random variable between 0 and 127 gray levels. This simulates opalescent surfaces with 50% transmittance and random reflectance between black and mid-gray.
Single-scale random rectilinear ( Fig. 3c ): The sum of two independent, orthogonal, 1D Gaussian white noise gratings, each bandpass filtered by a 1D Laplacian of Gaussian filter (scale constant = 32 pixels).
Single-scale regular rectilinear ( Fig. 3d) : A checkerboard texture composed of four squares, white on the diagonal and black on the offdiagonal.
Multi-scale random ( Fig. 3e) : Constructed by sampling a 2D white Gaussian noise process and then filtering the amplitude spectrum in the Fourier domain with an isotropic 2D 1/f filter.
Multi-scale random disks ( Fig. 3f) : As for the single-scale random disk stimulus, except that disks ranged in radius from 1 to 1024 pixels. The probability density of the disks varied as 1/r 2 , where r is the disk radius, so that smaller disks occupied the same area as larger disks.
Multi-scale random rectilinear ( Fig. 3g) : As for the single-scale random rectilinear stimulus, except that the gratings were filtered in the frequency domain with a 1/f filter. The result is a tartan-like multiscale stochastic pattern with strong rectilinear (though not regular) structure.
Multi-scale regular rectilinear ( Fig. 3h ): The tile was first initialized to mid-gray (m = 128), and a maximum deviation variable c was initialized to c = 64. The tile was then divided into 4 congruent squares. Diagonal and off-diagonal squares were assigned to have mean intensity m + c and m À c, respectively, and both were assigned to have a maximum deviation from the mean of c/2. This process was repeated recursively. At each scale the assignment of bright and dark values to left and right diagonals was alternated across the pattern to increase local contrast. Recursion halted when left and right diagonals differed by only 1 gray level, producing a multi-scale checkerboard pattern with structure at 7 distinct scales (checks of size 1024, 512, 256, 128, 64, 32, and 16 pixels) . The intensity amplitude of the checkerboard at each of these scales was linearly related to scale: 64, 32, 16, 8, 4 , 2, and 1 gray level, respectively. Thus amplitude was linearly related to scale or, equivalently, inversely related to the spatial frequency of the check pattern.
The eight textures and their features are summarized in Table 1 . We consider four texture properties: (1) Texels: is the texture composed of well-defined texels? (2) Scale: is there one dominant scale or many scales? (3) Regularity: is the texture periodic or random? (4) Symmetry: does the texture possess discrete global rotational symmetries (leading to skew symmetry and linear perspective cues)?
Each of these properties is sampled by our textures. There are textures with texels and without, single-scale textures and multi-scale textures, regular textures and random textures, symmetric textures and asymmetric textures. Note, however, that treating each property as binary yields a 4D texture space with 16 different possible texture types, of which only half are sampled by our textures.
Six of the texture categories excluded were regular but lacked either symmetry or texels or both. In the introduction, we defined regularity as a deterministic local luminance pattern that is repeated throughout a texture. Since regular textures are composed of deterministic cells that repeat in a regular way, this definition implies that regular textures must consist of texels. While regular textures without exact global symmetries are possible, often these have approximate symmetry, or symmetry on a more abstract level. Imagine, for example, a regular array of question marks: there is no exact global symmetry, but if we abstract over the exact shape of the texel, the array is highly symmetric. Thus it seems reasonable to consider only regular textures that possess global symmetries and are composed of texels.
The one valid texture type that we do not consider is a random texelbased texture that possesses (stochastic) rotational symmetries. An example of such a pattern is a cross-hatching composed of randomly positioned line segments at orthogonal orientations. This is a hybrid of our two types of rectilinear texture, and in retrospect should have been included in this study. We discuss this issue in more detail in Sections 5 and 6.
Prior research has identified multiple potential texture cues to surface attitude and shape: scaling (Cutting & Millard, 1984) , density (Gibson, 1950a (Gibson, , 1950b , compression (Cutting & Millard, 1984; Gibson, 1950a Gibson, , 1950b , skew symmetry (Knill, 1998b , Saunders & Knill, 2001 ) and linear perspective (Gibson, 1950a (Gibson, , 1950b Gillam, 1995) . Whereas these prior studies typically employed a restricted set of textures which allow these cues to be directly manipulated, our focus here is instead to systematically investigate surface attitude perception over a broad range of textures with different spatial properties. It is useful to consider how the textures investigated here map on to the standard set of potential cues identified in prior research (Table 2) .
Scaling and density cues are unequivocally afforded by textures with single-scale discrete texels (b and d). The multi-scale checkerboard texture (h) also provides scaling and density cues, since the regular structure allows immediate comparison of blocks of the same physical size on the surface. We suggest that roughly equivalent to these scaling and density cues are spatial frequency cues available from random, bandpass, spatial-frequency defined textures (a and c). Just as projected texels shrink as the surface on which they lie recedes, so will the peak spatial frequency of a random pattern increase. Scaling and density cues are not readily available from the random multi-scale textures (e-g), because there is no direct method for identifying and comparing elements or patches of the texture of the same physical size, and there is no shift in spatial frequency properties (neglecting sampling limits). Compression cues are available from those textures with well-defined texels (b, d, f, and h). In theory, compression could be detected through Fourier analysis of spatial-frequency-defined textures (a, c, e, and g). However, compression is not readily apparent on visual inspection of the stimuli, suggesting that either the cue is weak, or the human visual system is not adapted to exploit it efficiently. Both skew symmetry and linear perspective cues are only available for those textures with orthogonal linear structure (c, d, g, and h). 3 We will return to this analysis in discussing our results (Section 5).
Measurement
Many different methods for measuring the perceived attitude of a texture surface have been used. Relative methods measure only precision of judgements by visual comparison between two similar textured surfaces (Cutting & Millard, 1984; Knill, 1998b; Phillips, 1970) . Absolute methods measure both accuracy and precision of judgements by comparison with a probe or reference, assumed to be veridically perceived (Bocheva & Braunstein, 2000; Braunstein, 1968; Christou, Koenderink, & van Doom, 1996; Cornilleau-Pérès et al., 2002; Frisby et al., 1996; Gibson & Gibson, 1957; Koenderink, van Doorn, & Kappers, 1992; Kraft & Winnick, 1967; Newman et al., 1973; Rosenholtz & Malik, 1997) .
The main disadvantage of relative methods is that they do not directly measure attitude perception, only attitude discrimination. In particular, from a relative measure one cannot detect gross biases in attitude judgement. This is important, because it is known that these biases can be large and vary substantially from condition to condition. For example, it is commonly found that surface slant is underestimated in monocular displays (Gibson, 1950a (Gibson, , 1950b Gruber & Clark, 1956; Kraft & Winnick, 1967; Newman et al., 1973) . This form of gross underestimation cannot be detected using relative methods. Moreover, since relative methods do not index absolute attitude judgement, it is not always clear that discriminations are based upon perceived surface attitude at all, or whether some other, perhaps 2D quality of the stimulus may be the basis for judgement.
A number of studies have employed absolute methods based on some form of external, manual reference (e.g., a protractor or haptic paddle, Braunstein, 1968; Gibson & Gibson, 1957; Kraft & Winnick, 1967; Newman et al., 1973) that an observer adjusts to match perceived attitude. However, the coordinate transformation required to compare stimulus and reference has been linked to systematic underestimation of surface slant (Zimmerman et al., 1995) .
This reference frame problem can be minimized by superimposing a reference probe on the stimulus itself (Koenderink et al., 1992; Stevens, 1983) . However, this still leaves the questionable assumption that the perception of the probe is unbiased. This is probably not an unreasonable assumption in the case of tilt, but it is more problematic for the case of slant. Given the possibility of bias in the perception of the probe, we must allow that there may be systematic offsets in estimates of perceived slant using this method. However, there is no reason to believe that the amount of this bias should in any way be affected by the nature of the texture, as long as the probe remains clearly visible in all cases. Thus, differences observed in the absolute judgement of slant between conditions are meaningful and are something that relative methods cannot estimate.
In this paper, we use a superimposed gauge figure probe similar to probes that have been used in numerous prior studies (e.g., Bocheva & Braunstein, 2000; Christou et al., 1996; Cornilleau-Pérès et al., 2002; Frisby et al., 1996; Koenderink et al., 1992; Rosenholtz & Malik, 1997) (Fig. 4) . Observers adjust the 3D orientation of the gauge figure until the circular base component appears to lie on the surface and the arrow component appears to point straight out from the surface, in the direction of the surface normal.
In using this probe, we have found no substantial bias in absolute human tilt judgement, suggesting that the probe provides an unbiased estimate of absolute tilt perception. Moreover, we find that for several of our textures ranging in slant from 40 to 60 deg, bias in perceived slant is under 7 deg. This provides an upper bound on the possible bias introduced by the probe. This is a relatively modest value, considering that we measure biases in perceived slant of up to 50 deg in some of our conditions.
There remains the possibility of interactions between the probe and the texture. However, if these interactions were significant, we would expect accuracy to improve for textures that resemble the probe. We do not find such a correlation (see Sections 3.3 and 5), suggesting that these interactions are negligible.
The gauge figure we use (Fig. 4) consists of a 5.5 deg translucent disk centred in the stimulus window, with an alternating red and yellow circular pattern and a cylindrical green arrow pointing through its centre. Observers control the gauge figure with a mouse. The slant of the gauge figure is proportional to the distance of the mouse from the starting point while tilt is equal to the angular location of the mouse relative to its starting point. At the beginning of each trial, the gauge figure is oriented to face the observer.
Analysis
Perceived slant and perceived tilt, as estimated using the gauge figure, were recorded for each trial. From these two variables we derived four measures of performance. The accuracy of slant perception is reflected in the mean difference (the error) between the perceived slant 
and the actual slant of the stimulus. Negative errors indicate an underestimation of slant. The precision or consistency of slant perception is reflected in the standard deviation of the slant error. Similarly, tilt accuracy is reflected in the mean error between perceived tilt and the actual tilt of the stimulus, and tilt precision is reflected in the standard deviation of the tilt error.
3. Experiment 1
Objective
In our first experiment we set out to investigate the role of texels, scale, regularity and symmetry in the perception of surface attitude from texture. In order to study these factors in one omnibus experiment, we measured surface attitude perception for all 8 textures over a wide range of simulated viewing distances, as they might be viewed in the natural world and indeed in many virtual and augmented reality applications.
Method
The experiment was an 8 (texture type) · 10 (simulated viewing distance) within-subject design. The 80 conditions were randomly blocked. Each condition consisted of 20 slant, tilt, and spin combinations for a total of 1600 trials for each participant, divided into four sessions of 400 trials each. Slants were randomly and uniformly sampled from the range of 40 to 60 deg. Tilt and spin were randomly sampled from the uniform distribution [À180 deg, +180 deg]. For the purpose of simulating the effects of viewing distance, we assumed that each pixel of a synthetic texture tile spans an actual width of 7.5 cm in the scene, so that each 2048 · 2048 pixel texture tile spans 152.8 m on the scene surface. Simulated viewing distance d was sampled in geometric progression over a 14-octave range according to d = 2.962 (nÀ1) m, n 2 [1,2,. . .10], generating the simulated viewing distances and angular texture tile sizes shown in Table 3 (see Fig. 5 for example). For simulated viewing distances of 228 m or more (tile sizes of 37 deg or less) more than one texture tile will generally be visible within the circular viewing aperture. Although the textures were carefully designed to avoid luminance discontinuities at tile boundaries, it is still possible that at these long viewing distances the tiling itself may form a kind of abstract rectilinear texture that might affect surface attitude judgements. We discuss this further in Section 5.
Results
Generally there were only small and typically insignificant systematic variations in slant precision and tilt accuracy over conditions. For the majority of textures and distances, slant precision ranged between 15 and 20 deg and the mean tilt error varied between 0 and À5 deg. Over all conditions and observers, there was a small but significant clockwise bias of 3.3 deg in perceived tilt (p = .0004). Since the bias is small and consistent across conditions and observers, we report only slant accuracy and tilt precision results. For simplicity we present group data. 
Slant accuracy
Figs. 6 and 7 show the accuracy of slant perception for the single-and multi-scale textures, respectively, at each simulated viewing distance. For all textures and viewing distances, slant error was negative. This underestimation of slant (recession to the fronto-parallel plane) was first reported by Gibson (1950a Gibson ( , 1950b and subsequently confirmed in a number of studies (Clark, Smith, & Rabe, 1956a , 1956b Gruber & Clark, 1956; Kraft & Winnick, 1967; Newman et al., 1973) . Generally, performance as a function of simulated viewing distance was found to be unimodal: the accuracy of slant estimation peaks at intermediate viewing distance and falls off at extreme near or far distances. This behaviour reflects the scaling limits of the stimuli. At extreme near distances, the smallest features present in the texture become too large (on the order of the aperture) for accurate attitude estimation. At extreme far distances, the largest texture features become too small (on the order of a pixel). The one exception to this is the multi-scale random texture (e), for which we found a surprising bimodal performance curve: slant estimation was most accurate for extreme near distances and rather far distances. We believe this anomaly to be due to the combination of two factors: (1) the inability of human observers to consistently use intrinsic properties of this texture to estimate slant, and (2) the ability of human observers to, for this texture, use artifactual rendering cues at extreme distances. We discuss this in more detail in Section 5. Since surface judgements based on the multi-scale random texture are anomalous, we will in our subsequent analysis ignore judgements made at extreme viewing distances and only consider judgements made at a single intermediate simulated viewing distance (77 m), at which blur and tiling effects are negligible.
To summarize performance for the other seven textures, we fit the unimodal variation in performance as a function of simulated viewing distance to a generalized Laplacian curve
where x is the base-10 log of the simulated viewing distance, l is the optimal viewing distance for peak performance, r is the half-width between 1/e points on the curve, c is a parameter controlling the kurtosis of the curve, A is the amplitude of the variation in performance as a function of simulated viewing distance, and B is the performance expected when the observer fails to see any surface slant. Since the mean slant of our stimuli was 50 deg, a failure to perceive slant should generate an error of roughly À50 deg, hence we fixed the parameter B to this value and computed maximum likelihood estimates for the remaining four parameters.
The solid lines in Figs. 6 and 7 show the generalized Laplacian fits. Good fits were obtained for all seven textures. We summarize slant estimation performance by the peak of the fit (average slant error at the optimal viewing distance) and by its width at 75% height (operational range of viewing distances for accurate slant estimation). For example, for texture (h), slant estimation is most accurate at a simulated viewing distance of around 100 m: mean slant error is only À9.7 deg, and this peak is quite broad: curve width at 75% height is 3.2 log units (10.6 octaves) (Fig. 7h ). Fig. 8 shows estimates of peak slant performance for all 7 textures. Peak performance ranges from roughly À5 to À15 deg error (i.e., 5-15 deg slant underestimation). For comparison, slant error for the fractal multi-scale random texture (e) at the intermediate viewing distance of 77 m is À38 deg. Fig. 9 summarizes the operational range for the other seven textures. In both figures, standard error of the mean was estimated from 1000 bootstrapped samples.
Tilt precision
Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate tilt precision judgements for single-and multi-scale textures, respectively, at each simu- where x is the base-10 log of the simulated viewing distance, l is the optimal viewing distance for peak performance, r is the half-width between 1/e points on the curve, c is a parameter controlling the kurtosis of the curve, A is the amplitude of the variation in performance as a function of simulated viewing distance, and B is the performance expected when the observer fails to see any surface tilt. At extreme viewing distances, when texture features are outside the visible range, observers will be forced to guess at tilt. Assuming tilt estimates are randomly selected from a uniform distribution over (À180,180] maximum likelihood estimates for the remaining four parameters.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the fits for all textures apart from the multi-scale random texture (e). Figs. 12 and 13 summarize the results for the seven textures; standard error of the mean was determined from 1000 bootstrapped samples. Fig. 12 shows estimates of peak tilt performance for all 7 textures. Peak performance ranges from roughly 10 to 40 deg standard deviation. For comparison, tilt precision for the fractal multi-scale random texture (e) at the intermediate viewing distance of 77 m is 83 deg. Fig. 13 summarizes the operational range for the other seven textures. In both figures, standard error of the mean was estimated from 1000 bootstrapped samples.
Discussion
In order to understand the role of texels, texture scale, regularity and symmetry in surface attitude judgements, we conducted two-tailed pairwise hypothesis tests on peak performance and operational range of viewing distances for contrasting texture pairs, using 1000 bootstrapped data samples for each condition.
Texels and regularity
A comparison of textures (a) vs (b) and (e) vs (f) isolates the role of texels in surface attitude judgements (Figs. 14 and 15). All of these textures are random and isotropic, but while textures (b) and (f) are composed of well-defined disk-shaped texels, textures (a) and (e) are constructed in the spatial-frequency domain and lack well-defined edges or texels.
We find no differences in the judgement of slant and tilt for single-scale textures (a) vs (b) at optimal viewing distances (Figs. 14 and 15) , suggesting that the existence of well-defined texels is not necessarily a factor in judging surface attitude. We do find that the operational range of slant judgements is 116% greater for the texture containing texels (p < .001, Fig. 14) . This may be because the 1/f spatial frequency structure of texture (b) supports more scale-invariant judgements than the bandpass spatial frequency structure of texture (a).
In contrast, we find a striking difference between both slant and tilt judgements made with texture (e) at an intermediate viewing distance, compared with peak performance for texture (f) (p < .001). Slant judgements were 152% more accurate, and tilt judgements were 195% more precise for the texel-based texture.
Taken together, these results suggest that the inability to consistently estimate surface attitude from a featureless fractal texture (e) can be rectified by the addition of spatial structure in the form of either a restriction of the spatial scale of the texture to a narrow band (a), or by the introduction of texels (f). However, these two forms of structure appear to have no additive benefit: either one suffices. The role of texture scale in determining surface attitude judgements is discussed further in the next section.
Comparison of textures (c) vs (d) and (g) vs (h), jointly addresses the role of texels and regularity in surface attitude judgement (Figs. 14 and 15 ). All four textures possess some form of rotational symmetry. However while textures (d) and (h) are regular and composed of well-defined discrete texels, textures (c) and (g) are irregular, and lack well-defined texels or edges. Based on prior work (e.g., Gibson, 1950a; Kraft & Winnick, 1967; Newman et al., 1973) , we would expect that both texels and regularity have a positive effect on the accuracy and precision of surface judgements. Therefore we would predict that if either of these factors plays a role in surface judgement for symmetric textures, performance should be better for texture (d) than (c) and better for texture (h) than (g). In fact, the only statistically significant effects we find reflect better performance for irregular textures that are not based on texels. Slant judgements at optimal viewing distances were found to be 39% more accurate for texture (c), which is irregular and lacks texels, than for texture (d), which is regular and composed of well-defined texels (Fig. 14, p < .05) . Tilt judgements at optimal viewing distances were found to be 30% more accurate for texture (g), which is irregular and lacks texels, than for texture (h), which is regular and composed of well-defined texels (Fig. 15, p < .05) .
The preceding results also address our concern that observers would match the physical appearance of the probe to the texture properties. If observers were employing this 2D matching strategy, we would expect accuracy and precision to be best for textures that resemble the probe (e.g., disk texture b). In fact, there was no difference in peak slant and tilt estimates between the texture composed of disks (b) and the random bandpass texture (a). Further, performance for the rectilinear textures was generally as good as or better than for disk textures, regardless of whether the structure was single or muti-scale. These results argue against the possibility that observers were using a simple matching strategy in the task.
To summarize, we find that as long as a texture has some form of spatial structure (restricted scale or symmetries), the existence of well-defined texels does not substantially contribute to the judgement of surface attitude from texture. Spatial regularity (distinguished from rotational symmetries) also does not appear to play a role.
Scale
Comparison between textures (a) vs (e), (b) vs (f), (c) vs (g), and (d) vs (h), jointly addresses the role of scale in surface attitude judgement (Figs. 16 and 17) . The textures in the comparisons were matched for all properties but scale. As noted earlier, there are reasons to expect that multiscale textures might lead to deterioration in surface attitude judgement. This prediction is born out when we compare peak performance for both slant and tilt judgements based on textures (a) and (e) (Figs. 16 and 17) . Slant accuracy based on the featureless multi-scale fractal texture (e) is 407% worse than its single-scale counterpart (a), and tilt precision is 122% worse. However, we find no effects of scale in comparing peak judgements of slant and tilt for the other textures, with one exception: slant judgement at the optimal viewing distance was found to be 49% more accurate for the single scale texture (c) than for the matched multi-scale texture (g) (Fig. 16 ).
On the other hand, we find a more general benefit of multi-scale structure in the form of an expansion in the operational range of viewing distance for accurate surface judgement. Although we do not see an effect for the disk textures (b vs f), we find that operational range for attitude judgement expands substantially for the symmetric textures (c vs g and d vs h), for slant, by 77% and 67%, respectively, and for tilt by 119% and 44%, respectively. These results are highly significant (see Figs. 16 and 17, bottom middle and right).
In summary, it is true that judgements of surface attitude based on a multi-scale random texture that is completely featureless are very poor. However, for textures with some form of structure (texels or symmetries), there is little difference between optimally scaled single-and multi-scaled versions of each texture, and for symmetric textures multi-scale structure clearly extends the operational range of viewing distances over which accurate surface judgements may be made.
Symmetry
We compared texture (a-c) and (e-g) to isolate the role of symmetry in surface attitude judgements (Figs. 18 and  19) . While all textures are constructed in the frequency domain and contain random structure, textures (a) and (e) are isotropic, whereas textures (c) and (g) have strong discrete rotational symmetries. We find that in the multi- scale case, the introduction of symmetries greatly improves the judgement of both surface slant and tilt, by 232% and 478%, respectively. In the single-scale case, we find two benefits of symmetry: operational range for slant judgements is extended by 108%, and the peak judgement of surface tilt at optimal viewing distance improves by 76%.
Performance as a function of surface attitude
The accuracy of surface attitude perception is known to vary as a function of surface attitude. For example, surface tilt estimation is known to be less accurate for surfaces near fronto-parallel (e.g., Bocheva & Braunstein, 2000; Mamassian & Kersten, 1996) . Also, asymmetries between 'floor' and 'ceiling' surfaces (surface normals with an upward or downward component) have been posited (Kersten, Mamassian, & Yuille, 2004) . In this study, results were averaged over a range of slant and tilt values, possibly hiding interactions between texture properties and actual surface attitude.
Our results suggest that global symmetry (orthogonal linear structure) is important for surface attitude perception from texture. Here we examine whether the role of this linear structure varies as a function of the actual surface slant and tilt.
Since the slants used in Experiment 1 ranged only from 40 to 60 deg, our ability to characterize the dependence of attitude estimation on stimulus slant is limited. To get some indication of this relationship we partitioned trials into 'lower stimulus slant' (40-50 deg) and 'higher stimulus slant' (50-60 deg) categories. Stimulus tilt in our experiments was uniformly distributed over (À180, 180) deg. To test for possible differences between floor and ceiling surfaces, we partitioned the data into trials where the stim- ulus normal had a positive (upward) component, and trials where the stimulus had a negative (downward) component. Fig. 20 shows slant accuracy at the optimal viewing distance for lower and higher slants (Fig. 20a ) and floor and ceiling tilts (Fig. 20b) for two representative textures (one with linear structure, one without). There is an evident trend toward greater slant error (underestimation) for higher slants and ceiling tilts, although this trend is not statistically significant (p > .05). There is no indication of a dependence of this trend on whether the texture contains linear structure. Fig. 21 depicts the results for the tilt precision judgments. Although there is no effect of surface slant on tilt judgments (p > .05), there is a clear effect of surface tilt. Precision is much lower for ceiling textures: by 32% for the texture containing linear structure (p = .001) and by 53% for the texture that did not (p < .05).
Why is the decline in precision for ceiling surfaces so much more pronounced for the texture that does not contain linear structure? It is likely that one main cue used to judge tilt from the disk texture is the direction of compression (e.g., orientation of major/minor axes). Since this cue provides tilt only up to a sign, it is possible that a misjudgement of floor surfaces as ceilings and vice versa may contribute more to error for disk textures, than for linear textures, which through vanishing-point analysis, provide an unambiguous estimate of tilt. In support of this theory, we find that although an equal number of floor surfaces are misjudged as ceilings for disk and linear textures (18), almost twice as many ceiling textures were misjudged as floors for the disk texture (24) than for the linear texture (13). 
Experiment 2
Objective
In Experiment 1 we found that discrete texture symmetries generally improved judgements of surface attitude. This result is interesting because symmetric textures are inherently anisotropic, and one might expect this anisotropy to interfere with the judgement of surface tilt. The symmetric textures we employ have a rectilinear structure, defining a natural Cartesian (x, y) coordinate frame on the surface. The orientation of the texture on the surface can be characterized in observer-centric coordinates by the texture spin (Saunders & Knill, 2001) , defined as the angular difference between the projection onto the surface of the view vector and the x-axis of the texture frame (Fig. 22) . In practice, a textured surface is created by first applying the texture to a surface in the canonical orientation, rotating the surface in depth to the desired attitude, and then rotating the texture around the surface normal by the proscribed spin angle. Fig. 22 shows an example of two surfaces with identical attitude but different spins. Observers often report that these surfaces appear quite different in attitude. To explore this further, our second experiment directly tests for such biases by measuring perceived tilt as a function of the spin of the texture. As a control condition, we also measure tilt bias for an isotropic texture without discrete symmetries.
Methods
We used the multi-scale random rectilinear texture (g) and multi-scale random disk texture (f) as representative symmetric and isotropic textures, respectively. Each texture tile subtended 50 deg visual angle. The slant was fixed at 60 deg for all conditions, and tilt was sampled randomly from a uniform distribution over [À180, +180] deg. The textures were rotated in the surface plane to generate spins in 15-deg increments from À30 to 45 deg (Fig. 22) . The result was a 2 (texture type: symmetric, isotropic) · 6 (spin: À30, À15, 0, 15, 30, 45 deg) within-subject randomly blocked design, each block consisting of 30 trials. The same 30 tilts were used for each condition. All participants completed all the trials within one session.
Results
Fig . 23 shows how the error in perceived tilt varies as a function of texture spin for both symmetric and isotropic textures. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant effect of texture spin for the isotropic texture [F (5, 25) = .57 (Observer 1), .31 (Observer 2), and 1.90 (Observer 3), p > .05] but a significant effect for the symmetric texture [F (5, 25) = 3.66 (Observer 1), 17.56 (Observer 2), and 2.97 (Observer 3), p < .05]. While the effect was significant for all three observers, the magnitude of the effect varied: the proportion of variance due to spin ranged from 7% to 28%, and the amplitude of the modulation varied from roughly 4 to 10 deg.
Discussion
Due to the orthogonal linear structure of the symmetric texture, we expected any observed bias to have a 90 deg period. We therefore regressed the tilt error data against the Fourier components of texture spin for the symmetric texture over the domain [À45 deg, 45 deg] . The results are summarized in Table 4 . The first sinusoidal harmonic was significant at the .05 level for all three observers. For Observer 1, the second sinusoidal harmonic is also significant. All other components are statistically insignificant. Fig. 24 shows the data for each observer plotted with the least-squares fit consisting only of DC and significant Fourier components. The coefficients of the significant sinusoidal components are all negative (i.e., positive tilt error for negative spin and negative tilt error for positive spin). Thus when the texture is rotated relative to the tilt vector, the percept of tilt is biased in the opposite direction.
General discussion
Our goal in this paper is to better understand what properties of texture are important for the judgement of surface attitude (both slant and tilt). Is it important that textures be formed from well-defined texels? Is structure over multiple scales helpful or harmful? Do properties of regularity and symmetry improve the accuracy and precision of attitude judgement? To be relevant to both vision in the natural world and the design of simulated worlds, we are interested in how surfaces are perceived over a range of viewing distances. Thus, our first experiment tested the role of these properties in judgment of surface attitude over a large range of simulated viewing distances.
One of the main findings of our first experiment is a great improvement in the judgement of tilt for rotationally symmetric textures. Our second experiment addressed a resulting conundrum: why is surface attitude perception better for textures that could potentially introduce biases resulting from texture anisotropy?
Here we summarize the results of these two experiments, their relationship to prior findings, and their implications for perception of surface attitude from texture in both real and simulated environments.
Texels
There is some prior evidence (Kraft & Winnick, 1967) that attitude perception for textures composed of welldefined texels (e.g., bricks) may be more accurate than for textures with less well-defined texels (e.g., ripple or splatter patterns). More recently, Rosas, Wichmann, & Wagemans (2004) measured the precision of slant judgements for a variety of textures, finding greater sensitivity for texel-based textures than for frequency-defined textures. In agreement with these earlier results, we find that surface attitude judgements for random multi-scale textures composed of well-defined texels (f) is far better than for featureless fractal 1/f patterns (e), presumably reflecting the use of the compression cue which is apparent in the former but only weakly evident in the latter. However, our other results indicate that texels are only critical in the absence of other forms of structure: attitude judgements for frequency-defined narrowband or symmetric textures, where the compression cue is weak, are just as good as, and in some cases better than judgements for matched textures based on texels (Section 3.4.1). The one exception that we observed is that for isotropic textures there was some increase in the operational range of viewing distance for judgement of slant from texel-based texture (Fig. 14,  bottom left) . This may be due to the broader spectral content of the texture due to presence of sharp edges. On the other hand, for symmetric textures with orthogonal linear structure we found that when viewing distance was optimized, slant and tilt judgements were actually better for frequency-defined textures (Fig. 14, top right and Fig. 15 , middle right). Thus, while the compression cue afforded by clearly defined texels can clearly be used by the visual system under some conditions, skew symmetry and linear perspective cues appear to have a dominant influence when they are available. Previous work (Passmore & Johnston, 1995) showed that surface attitude discrimination is possible for frequency-defined fractal textures. However, results from the same study also indicated that the magnitude of perceived slant is greater for narrowband textures. Our results show that in fact judgements of absolute attitude are extremely poor for featureless 1/f patterns. Judgements become good, however, with the introduction of orientation symmetries. These results suggest that the skew symmetry and linear perspective cues available in these textures are important, and do not have to be defined in terms of discrete texels in order to be exploited by the visual system, lending some credence to computational models based upon oriented energy (Li & Zaidi, 2000 , 2001a , 2001b . Of course it is possible that even for frequency-defined textures (a, c, and g), the visual system first parses the textures into discrete, local spatial units, thus obtaining stochastic texels as input to a texel-based algorithm for computing surface attitude. It is not clear how or even whether such an approach could be differentiated from a spectral method psychophysically.
Scale
There is some evidence that slant perception can be affected by texel size (Gruber & Clark, 1956; Tibau et al., 2001 ). Thus it is plausible that textures containing structure over multiple scales may support accurate judgements over a greater range of viewing distances. However, Passmore & Johnston (1995) noted that scaling and density gradients are informationally ineffective for fractal multi-scale noise textures, raising the question of whether the net effect of multi-scale structure will be to help or hinder surface judgements. We found that judgements of surface attitude based on a multi-scale fractal texture (texture (e)) are very poor, and that both slant and tilt perception can be improved dramatically simply by restricting the bandwidth of the texture (a), reflecting the utility of scaling and density cues available in the latter but not the former (Table 2) . However, for textures with some form of structure (texels or symmetries), there is little difference between optimally scaled singleand multi-scaled versions of each texture, and for symmetric textures multi-scale structure clearly extends the operational range of viewing distances over which accurate surface judgements may be made. It seems that the strong skew symmetry and linear perspective cues available for symmetric multi-scale textures are sufficient for accurate surface judgement.
In summary, expanding the scale content of symmetric surface textures can result in a concomitant expansion in the operational range of viewing distances over which relatively accurate judgements can be made. We note that the magnitude of this expansion is substantial. For example, our best multi-scale textures (f and g) provide an operational range of viewing distances for slant estimation of about 3.6 log units, e.g., 1 m to 4 km, whereas our worst single-scale texture (a) provides a range of only 1 log unit, e.g., 1-10 m. This clearly has significant implications for the design of textures for visualization purposes.
Regularity and symmetry
There is some prior evidence that slant perception is more accurate for regular textures than irregular textures (Gibson, 1950a; Kraft & Winnick, 1967; Newman et al., 1973) . However, in these previous studies, spatial regularity, which we define here as translational periodicity, is confounded by rotational symmetry and the existence of well-defined texels. Which of these three properties is important, and how do they affect both slant and tilt perception?
The textures we used to test the role of symmetries were all frequency-defined, and hence texels play no role. We find that both slant and tilt judgements improve substantially with the introduction of rotational symmetries, but no further improvement is made when these textures are composed of spatially regular (periodic) patterns of texels. Thus it appears that rotational symmetries are more important than texels or spatial regularity in determining surface attitude perception.
Why would discrete symmetries play such an important role? In Section 1.4, we outlined how 4-fold rotationally symmetric textures (c, d, g, and h ) provide both skew symmetry and linear perspective cues to surface attitude. These are cues that are not directly afforded by the other textures we tested (Table 2) . Thus, the higher performance we observe for textures with rotational symmetries is evidence of the visual system's ability to exploit skew symmetry and/ or linear perspective cues for estimating surface attitude.
Both local skew symmetry (Knill, 1998b , Saunders & Knill, 2001 ) and global linear perspective cues (Gibson, 1950a (Gibson, , 1950b Gillam, 1995) have been shown to play an important role in surface attitude estimation. Since both skew symmetry and linear perspective cues are available in our rotationally symmetric textures, it is difficult to determine their respective roles. Note, however, that while linear perspective cues uniquely determine surface attitude, skew symmetry cues do not. For example, when spin = 0 deg, skew symmetry cues provide no information about surface slant, and tilt may be one of four directions (À90, 0, 90, and 180 deg). Yet for texture (g), where skew symmetry and linear perspective are the main cues available, attitude perception is relatively good. It thus seems that linear perspective must be playing a role, possibly in concert with skew symmetry cues that may be simpler to compute locally.
Since at most simulated viewing distances these cues are available both locally and globally, it is also difficult to determine from our results to what degree surface attitude is inferred from local texture deformations and to what degree from global texture deformations. Discriminating any further between the roles of skew symmetry cues and linear perspective cues, and the local or global nature of the computations would require additional experiments with new stimuli (see Section 6).
A potential problem with the gauge-figure method for measuring perceived surface attitude is interaction between the projected shape of the probe and the texture elements. Specifically, if the gauge-figure is similar in shape to the textons forming the surface texture, observer responses could reflect matching of 2D shape, rather than perceived surface attitude. Since our gauge-figure is a disk, this phenomenon should manifest an improved performance for disk textures (b and f). The fact that judgements are in some cases worse for these textures than symmetric textures with orthogonal linear structure suggests that observers are not following this 2D matching strategy.
Performance as a function of surface attitude
We found that surface tilt estimation was far more precise for floor surfaces (upward normal) than ceiling surfaces (downward normal). This is, to our knowledge, the first time this has been reported in the literature. This may reflect a greater tendency for surfaces with upward normals to project to the central visual field in the context of typical human behaviour in the natural visual world. We also found that this bias was greater for textures without linear structure. We posit that this may be due to a greater reliance on the compression cue for such textures, resulting in a 180 deg ambiguity in surface tilt. A greater rate of misclassifications of ceiling surfaces as floor surfaces for textures without linear structure supports this explanation.
Sampling artefacts
One goal of our first experiment was to understand how texture scale structure might affect the operational range of viewing distances over which accurate surface attitude judgements can be made. Of course, textures that are completely scale invariant should produce an infinite operational range. In practice, the range achieved with the multi-scale textures we employed are limited by our use of finite-sized (2048 · 2048 pixel) texture tiles. At very near viewing distances, this results in a single texture pixel mapping to multiple screen pixels. For our experiments this mapping is achieved using bilinear interpolation. The result is a loss of texture detail, and generally a reduction in human performance. At very far viewing distances, many texture pixels map to one screen pixel, and screen pixel intensity is determined by averaging over many texture pixels, resulting in a gradual reduction in contrast and again, generally, a reduction in performance. Note, however, that the same artefacts are present for both single-and multiscale textures, and so the increase in operational range observed for multi-scale textures results from properties of the textures themselves, and not these artefacts.
Results for the featureless random multi-scale texture (e) differ in that performance was actually found to improve at extreme viewing distances. We believe this occurs because the texture itself provides very poor cues to surface attitude, so that artefactual cues dominate (Fig. 25) . At near viewing distances, the blur due to interpolation is a cue to surface attitude: the magnitude of the blur gradient correlates with slant, and the gradient direction correlates with tilt. At far viewing distances, symmetric tiling effects are observed, and these can also be used to infer both slant and tilt.
We also observed slight asymmetries in the tuning curves for the single-scale and multi-scale disk textures (Figs. 7, 10, and 11) , suggesting that texture symmetries introduced by tiling may be improving judgements slightly in the 228-5914 m range of simulated viewing distances. However, the corresponding peak and range estimates are not appreciably affected by removal of these data points. In any case, this small artefact has no bearing on our main conclusions, that symmetric textures yield better tilt judgements than isotropic textures, and that multi-scale symmetric textures yield greater operational range.
Texture spin and tilt perception
In Experiment 2, we found that texture spin has a repellent effect on perceived tilt: tilt judgements were biased away from the spin direction (away from the nearest symmetry axis). In studying the perceived 3D attitude of skewsymmetric figures, Saunders & Knill (2001) found the opposite result: perceived tilt was biased toward the spin direction. Are these two results in conflict? We will argue that if the differences in methodology between the two studies are taken into account, the results are in fact at least qualitatively consistent under the Bayesian cue integration model proposed by Saunders and Knill. Fig. 26 shows examples of the skew-symmetric displays used in Saunders & Knill (2001) . These stimuli can be interpreted as twofold symmetric figures skewed by projection from a slanted planar surface. The constraint curves in the two examples show the family of possible slant/tilt combinations consistent with perfect figural symmetry. Saunders & Knill (2001) measured perceived slant and tilt for stereoscopically viewed stimuli as a function of figure spin: example results are shown in Fig. 27 . They found that, for all spins, surface slant was consistently overestimated. They argued that this was likely due to an expansion of perceptual space at near viewing distances (50 cm in their experiments) under stereoscopic conditions, a phenomenon that has been documented in prior studies. They also found that perceived slant and tilt varied systematically as a function of spin. Specifically, tilt judgements were biased in the spin direction, toward the nearest symmetry axis, and estimated slant decreased for both positive and negative spins, reaching a minimum at spins of ±45 deg.
Saunders and Knill used a Bayesian cue integration argument to explain these results. A qualitative version of their argument is depicted in Fig. 28 . In the 0 deg spin condition (a), the skew-symmetry constraint curve specifies 0 deg tilt, but admits a large range of possible slants. The human judgement is formed by probabilistic combination of the skew-symmetry and stereo cues. The stereo cue provides an unbiased tilt estimate, but an overestimate of slant. The result of combination is an unbiased tilt estimate, but a substantially overestimated slant judgement. In the positive spin condition (b), an optimal combination of the two cues lies near the shortest line connecting the skew-symmetry constraint curve and the stereo estimate. The result is a reduced overestimate of slant but a concomitant positive bias in tilt. Now consider our Experiment 2. Observation is monocular, and observers consistently underestimate slant,
Simulated distance = 1998m
Simulated distance = 1m possibly due to cues suggesting a fronto-parallel surface, e.g., accommodation, framing effects, etc. We will refer to these biases collectively as fronto-parallel cues (Fig. 29) .
In the 0-spin case (a), the skew-symmetry constraint curve specifies 0 deg tilt. Combination with fronto-parallel cues should yield substantial underestimation of slant but no bias in tilt. In the positive-spin case (b), optimal combination again results in a reduction in slant bias. But now, since the bias is negative, the result is an increase in perceived slant, with concomitant negative bias in tilt. Fig. 30 shows the results of Experiment 2, depicted in the slant/tilt space used by Saunders & Knill (2001) . It can be seen that the pattern of results is qualitatively consistent with the predictions of their Bayesian cue integration theory, under the conditions of negative slant bias produced by fronto-parallel cues. Specifically, perceived slant generally increases for non-zero spins, reaching a maximum at roughly ±45 deg spin. Perceived tilt bias is negative with positive spin, and positive with negative spin, i.e., perceived tilt is biased in the direction opposite to the spin direction. Given the differences in the stimuli and methods used in these two studies, the qualitative consistency in results adds considerable weight to the Bayesian cue integration theory proposed by Saunders & Knill (2001) .
The fact that we do observe significant bias in tilt and slant judgement for symmetric textures as a function of spin does not mean that human perception of surface attitude is better for isotropic textures. This is because tilt precision is far superior for symmetric textures (Fig. 12) . Fig. 31 shows this explicitly by comparing RMS tilt error for the two textures used in Experiment 2. RMS error is 153% higher for the isotropic texture than for the symmetric texture.
5.7. What is the optimal texture for human surface attitude judgement?
Our results suggest that texels, symmetries and bandpass spectral structure can all contribute to improved surface attitude judgements relative to featureless fractal textures. However, to obtain optimal judgements, particularly of surface tilt, the crucial property seems to be the orthogonal linear structures produced by discrete texture symmetries, despite the small biases introduced as a function of texture spin. We find that attitude judgements for symmetric textures do not generally improve with the addition of texels or bandpass spectral structure: in this sense, symmetry is both a necessary and sufficient condition for accurate surface attitude judgement.
Operational range of viewing distances for accurate perception of both slant and tilt is clearly extended for symmetric textures with multi-scale structure, with little apparent loss in peak judgement accuracy. Spatial regularity per se was found to play no positive role; in fact, comparing the two multi-scale symmetric textures we tested (g and h), we found that peak tilt judgements were actually significantly better for the stochastic texture (g). Overall then, this multi-scale, symmetric, random 'tartan' texture yields the most accurate attitude judgements, over the broadest range of viewing distances, of the eight textures we have evaluated. In addition to helping us understand the human system for inferring surface attitude from texture, this finding can hopefully be of use to designers of augmented and virtual reality worlds in which the accuracy of human 3D judgements is important.
Future work
Our results indicate that skew symmetries and/or linear perspective cues are important for human perception of surface attitude, but do not discriminate between the two. This suggests an experiment in which attitude judgements are measured for symmetric textures under orthographic projection, where only skew symmetry cues are available, and compared against judgements under full perspective projection, where linear perspective cues are available as well.
Our experiments also do not distinguish whether these cues are computed locally or globally. Experiments with textures composed of short random line segments or randomly placed squares in an orthogonal pattern could provide clues. Weaker performance for such textures relative to performance for the globally coherent symmetric textures employed here (c, d, g, and h) would suggest a global computation dependent upon long coherent lines.
As noted in Section 1, there are 12 symmetry groups in the plane (Hilbert & Cohn-Vossen, 1952) , yielding 2-, 3-, 4-or 6-fold rotational symmetries. It would be interesting to measure attitude perception for textures from each group: textures with symmetries of higher degree may reduce the magnitude of tilt bias induced by texture spin. On the other hand, we may be less able to fully exploit the non-orthogonal structure of these textures.
Conclusion
We examined the perception of surface attitude for a broad range of synthetic textures that may represent the types of structure encountered in the natural world. These experiments allowed us to isolate the respective roles of texels, scale structure, global symmetries (linear structure) and regularity in the judgement of both the slant and tilt of textured surfaces. Judgement of surface attitude based on featureless fractal textures was found to be very poor. Performance improves dramatically with the introduction of texels, bandpass spatial frequency structure, or orthogonal linear structure. For symmetric textures containing orthogonal structure, operational range of viewing distances is greatly extended when this structure is present at multiple scales. Optimal performance is obtained with symmetric textures containing orthogonal linear structure, whether or not the textures are spatially regular or contain well-defined texels: orthogonal linear structure appears to be a necessary and sufficient property for accurate surface attitude judgement. Small biases due to the spin of symmetric textures are observed and can be explained, at least qualitatively, by a Bayesian cue combination model previously proposed by Saunders & Knill (2001) . symmetry,' pages 3165-3168, Copyright 2005, with permission from Elsevier. 
